Furniture and objets d'art of the 18th century

The interlude of the Gallery
Fireplaces

Antoine Vassé, Salon d'Hercule's chimney (detail), early 18th century, Versailles, Château de
Versailles

In the 18th century, the fireplace was the central point of most rooms. The
hearth, main source of heat and light, was the element around which the
furnishing of the rooms was organized. The fireplace was the object of as
much attention during its conception as the furniture and the art objects. It
was the centerpiece of the architectural decor of the richest apartments and
was accompanied by precious objects and accessories.

Unknown, Duke of Chevreuse's bedroom chimney, circa 1770-1775, Paris, Musée du Louvre
(inv. OA 10198 bis)

During the 17th century, architects improved their technical mastery of
fireplace construction. Their size was reduced and they were covered with
precious marble. Louis XIV, helped by an active policy of research of
quarries under Colbert, had such fireplaces in Versailles. The aristocracy
took up this type of ornamentation and soon all mantels were covered with
marble. To meet special orders, mantels could even be embellished with gilt
and chiseled bronzes, which made them true masterpieces. Their
ornamentation was then fully part of the decorative arts, and followed their
stylistic evolution.

Jean-Joseph Germain (attributed to), Firedogs pair with ewers, vases, quivers and vines,
Louis XVI period, Galerie Léage

Unknown, Firedogs pair with ewers, vases, quivers and vines, circa 1785, former
Albert Blum collection, donated by Mr & Mrs Wrightsman, New York, Metropolitan
Museum of Art (inv. 1972.199.1,2)

In response to the richness of the mantel, firedogs were elevated to the rank
of objets d'art in the 18th century. They were the masterpieces of the fire
service and could be designed and made by the greatest ornamentalists and
bronzemakers. Made of gilt bronze, they were equipped with cast iron grills,
nowadays often disappeared, on which the logs rested. The gilding of the
firedogs made them fragile, and it was necessary to clean and restore them
regularly. Even more fragile were some firedogs created by marchands
merciers, who liked to mix materials. We thus know firedogs with mounted
porcelain, which may have been delicate to use.

Anonyme, Fire-side set, 18th century, Londres, V&A (inv. 218 to C-1891)

Various other elements accompanied the firedogs: tongs, shovels, pincers,
or even corner cases allowing to deposit these various accessories. They
were often worked in the same taste as the firedogs. Crescents were placed
on the sides of the jambs to support and serve the accessories. Simple metal
hooks, they sometimes blended in with the bronze ornaments, as on the
mantel of Louis XV's wardrobe chimney in Versailles. Bellows made of
marquetry wood and leather completed the accessories of the fireplace.
Although all these elements were only handled by the servants in charge of
the maintenance of the fireplace, their presence in the reception rooms
justified their preciousness.

Unknown, Fireback, 1703-1725, Los Angeles, Getty Museum (inv. 2004.58)

High decorative place, the fireplace was also a place strong in symbolism.
The center of a room, it was a privileged place to display ones emblematic.
In the 18th century, the latter was mainly focused on the fireback. Made of
cast iron, the fireback was placed at the bottom of the fireplace to protect
the bricks from the heat. It could be decorated with various scenes,
allegorical or mythological. However, aristocratic families often displayed
their coats of arms, thus conveying a strong heraldic message.

Pierre-Philippe Thomire (attributed to), Basin, former Marie-Antoinette collection, Paris,
Musée du Louvre (inv. OA15)

As a warm and luminous place around which people liked to gather, the
fireplace was a privileged place to display art objects. The mantelpiece was
also used to assemble garnitures. Composed of a central piece
symmetrically matched with pairs of secondary pieces, the mantelpiece
garniture associated precious pieces, sometimes of collection. When MarieAntoinette decorated her large interior cabinet in Versailles, she thus placed
a jade basin with a gilt bronze mounts with love and cockerels on the
mantel, flanked by oriental agate bowls and two girandoles "with three
Japanese porcelain figures". The garniture was also favorably reflected by the
mirror that usually composed the mantelpiece in the 18th century.

Henri-Pierre Danloux, Baron de Besenval in his salon, 1791, Londres, National Gallery
(inv. NG6598)

A strong piece of architectural decoration in a room, the fireplace was a
central place around which people gathered. It was therefore the privileged
place to show to those you received your emblematic or refined taste. In one
of his portrait, Baron de Besenval placed three pieces of mounted porcelain,
masterpieces of his collection, on his delicately molded mantelpiece. The
gilt mountings of these pieces are in response to the firedogs placed at the
foot of the hearth.
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